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Through the lens of fashion and dress, this symposium explores how differences in ethnicity, 

ability, gender and age are integral to our understandings of culture and society. The 

symposium aims to stimulate conversations around ways of making practical and positive 

changes to developing the fields of fashion and academia in the most inclusive way possible. 

 

Fashioning Inclusivity Symposium takes an intersectional approach to research. The field of 

fashion is brought into conjunction with cultural studies (including gender, post-colonial, 

diaspora, and ethnicity studies), disability studies, curation, education, and design. The 

speakers have a variety of backgrounds across both theory and practice. 

 

During the day, you are invited to contribute to the creation of a live exhibition. Collect a postcard 

blank and draw or write a response to the themes and ideas presented during the day. Display 

it at the front of the room, and collect it at the end, or swap it with someone you meet during the 

day. 
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PANEL ONE: BODY-DRESSING 
 
Chair: Isabelle Marina Held, PhD Candidate, Victoria And Albert Museum and Royal College of Art, 
London 
 
Isabelle Marina Held is a History of Design doctoral researcher at the Victoria and Albert Museum and 
Royal College of Art, London. Her UK Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC) Techne scholarship-
funded dissertation is titled ‘The Bombshell Assembly Line: Military-Industrial Materials and the Shaping 
of Women’s Bodies in the USA, 1939 – 1976’. Isabelle’s grants and awards include the AHRC International 
Placement Scheme, for a six-month fellowship with the Smithsonian’s National Museum of American 
History, as well as the Henry Belin du Pont Fellowship and Dissertation Fellowship at the Hagley Museum 
and Library and the Doan Fellowship at the Science History Institute. Isabelle lectures in Cultural and 
Historical Studies at University of the Arts, London and in Contextual Studies, and Fashion Imaging and 
Promotion, at University for the Creative Arts. Her design history writing is featured in publications 
including Baron, The Towner, Under the Influence and Baroness. 
 
 
 ‘Gender Blending in High Fashion: Social-Symbolic Work as Means to Co-Opt Radical Identities’ 
Dr Sara Lara Marquez-Gallardo, De Montfort University, Leicester 
Sara.marquez-gallardo@dmu.ac.uk  
 
Sara Marquez-Gallardo recently finished her PhD at Cass Business School in London. In her doctoral 
thesis, she focused on understanding how digital technologies in the fields of book publishing and music 
publishing modified ways of accessing knowledge. She is now working as a Lecturer in Creative 
Industries at Leicester Castle Business School where she Lectures at an M.Sc. program in Creative 
Industries Management and forwards research on gender identities in the fashion industry. 
  
Abstract 
From the 19th to the 21th century dissidents have blended gender’s binary division (male/female) – from 
the 1930s with Garbo and Dietrich to the androgynous popstars of the 70s. However, the genderqueer 
identities of the millennial generation have brought to the mainstream the timeless human drive to 
escape from defined categories. In response, fashion brands such as Yves Saint-Laurent, Gucci, 
Burberry, Givenchy and Dolce & Gabbana have co-opted genderqueer meanings in their own way. In this 
paper, I draw on a qualitative case study to explore how elite organisations in the field of fashion use 
social symbolic work - reflexive, purposive, skillful actions to socially re-construct the institution of 
gender. Discourse analysis revealed how market actors shaped the construction of meaning in 
genderqueer by reinterpreting historical constructs in ways that enabled new aesthetic values – from a 
stigmatized category to a legitimated one. 
 
 
 ‘Lewk Deeper Gurl: Intersectional Interventions in Art, History & Fashion’ 
Jason Cyrus, York University, Canada 
Jasonbcyrus@yahoo.com | @JasonBCyrus 
 
Jason Cyrus sees fashion as a credible lens through which to analyze history and culture, while allowing 
us to interpret, construct, and present our individual identities to the world. He is an Art History Masters 
student at York University with a background in brand marketing and merchandising. As a queer, mixed 
race individual, he brings an intersectional approach to art historical research. 
 
Abstract 
My paper summarizes three research projects that use a fashion-focused, intersectionally-minded 
approach to art, fashion, and archives.  Together, these projects demonstrate the importance of 
centering inclusion within fashion studies, while offering possible ideas on how one might go about doing 
so. In my presentation I will blend academic research with personal reflection, as these projects 
represent a seminal shift in my understanding of history and self. My title deliberately invokes queer 
colloquialisms, drawing attention to a larger need to ‘queer’ research approaches. I advocate that one 
can uncover connections to marginalized communities by using a fashion lens to ‘look deeply.’ 
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My first project involves my study of Frans Hals’ 1626 portrait of Isaak Abrahamsz, Massa at the Art 
Gallery of Ontario. At first glance, Hals’ portrait of the Dutch diplomat seems unremarkable. However 
closer examination of Massa’s dress reveals complex political and economic relationships between 
cultures, many of whom are historically overlooked. Massa’s doublet is made of Chinese silk, dyed black 
using Central American dyestuffs, ornamented with a Brussels lace collar spun by women and the 
elderly, and topped off with a hat comprised of Indigenous Canadian beaver. 
  
My second project looks at the 2013 FIT exhibition, A Queer History of Fashion: From the Closet to the 
Catwalk, analyzing the curators’ challenge to institutional heteronormativity, while also pointing to 
problematic issues. The curators held a Western bias and overlooked important contributions by people 
of colour with diverse sexual identities. This case study inspired my current work in the York University 
Fashion Archive. Here I examine how gender binaries presumed within archives affect those who are 
gender non-conforming. 
  
Finally, I will introduce my upcoming research project with Andre Leon Talley. Throughout my 
presentation I will discuss my lessons learned regarding allyship, self-reflection, and advocacy while 
conducting intersectional research. 
 
 
‘Dressing the Different Body — The Hands of X Project and The Importance of Choice for Prosthesis-
Wearers’ 
Dr Joanne Gooding, Founder of Design Research Associates 
Drjogooding@gmail.com | @Jo_Gooding  
 
Jo Gooding is a design research consultant, an honorary research fellow at Kingston School of Art, and 
has a strong interest in design for health and disability-led design. Most recently she was a Creative 
Economies Engagement fellow and explored the practical barriers to furthering a disability-led co-
design project in the medical sector. (AHRC / London Doctoral Design Centre with Graham Pullin, DJCAD, 
University of Dundee)  
 
Jo has over 18 years’ experience of interdisciplinary working in the academic and creative sectors. Her 
interdisciplinary approach to research has its foundation in her training at the Royal College of Art and 
Victoria and Albert Museum, and doctoral research at Northumbria University on the networks and 
collaborations in the development of the academic discipline of Design History.  
 
Jo is the director of Design Research Associates a research and design consultancy. They offer coaching 
to designers and companies wishing to critically locate and contextualise their work, making 
connections with academic research to facilitate knowledge transfer.   
 
Abstract 
Many people with limb-difference chose not to wear a prosthesis, but for those who do there is an 
increasing choice available. Despite this, many wearers do not feel that their attitudes are represented: 
prostheses that imitate human flesh may seem uncanny, Bionic hands and running blades appear 
“Superhuman” and can imply a triumph over disability. 
 
The Hands of X project produced a collection of prosthetic hands featuring a palette of everyday 
materials, offered patients an experience that facilitated engagement and choice in limb selection and 
demonstrated co-design between with wearers and designers. The Hands of X service was piloted at 
Cubitts eyewear store London in 2017. The project offered healthcare in a social context and presented 
patient choice in a bespoke fashion environment rather than a clinical transaction in a medical setting.   
 
The design concept received recognition in the Access+ Ability exhibition at the Cooper-Hewitt Design 
museum, and Jo Gooding explored the next stages needed to take this concept beyond the academic 
project and exhibition. This paper introduces the project and discusses some of the many challenges 
encountered and considerations when Design meets Disability. What can we learn from this example for 
other areas of inclusive fashion? 
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PANEL TWO: TEXTILES AND MATERIALS        
 
Chair: Rose Sinclair, Programme Leader & Lecturer, Dept of Design, Goldsmiths, University of London 
 
Rose Sinclair is a Design Lecturer (Textiles) in the Dept of Design at Goldsmiths, University of London, 
and Programme Leader for the BA in Creativity, Design and Learning. She also teaches Textiles/Fashion 
and Design related practice at Postgraduate level. Rose has authored several textile books, her most 
recent being Textiles and Fashion, Materials, Design and Technology (2015). Her current research 
focusses on Black British women and their crafting practices, and aesthetics. She uses installations and 
crafting workshops to discuss issues of gender, authenticity, identity, and settlement. She is a PhD 
candidate and her research focus is on use of Dorcas Clubs and Societies and their use as a catalyst for 
Black women to navigate safe textiles making spaces. Her research reflects on how the history of the 
Dorcas Clubs and Societies can influence contemporary textiles networks and practices. 
      
 
‘Looking at possibilities of the Arabian Al-Sadu tent divider walls and cushion furniture as maps, stories, 
and self-expression’ 
Ceyda Oskay, Royal College of Art, London 
Ceyda.oskay@network.rca.ac.uk  
 
Ceyda Oskay is an artist, researcher, and humanitarian worker. She obtained a BA from the University of 
Chicago, where she did research on the South African National [Art] Gallery’s role in Social Change in 
South Africa, and an MA from the Middle East Technical University where she wrote about State-
Formation, Tribalism, and Citizenship in Kuwait.  She is currently an MA student at the Royal College of 
Art, in Contemporary Art Practice – Public Sphere, after having worked for the United Nations for more 
than ten years in various countries and positions. She has exhibited her artwork, which has a strong 
focus on textiles and fashion, in the USA, Kuwait, Greece, Iceland, Turkey, and the UK, and has artwork in 
private collections in Kuwait and Portugal. 
 
Abstract 
The traditional weaving of Sadu (warp faced narrow weave nomadic weaving) was a practice in Arabia 
that was said to be done by women. It is still carried out today in Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Bahrain, Qatar, 
and other Gulf countries. As many tribes traveled to Syria, Jordan, and Iraq, the weaving extends to those 
areas as well. 
  
Sadu is unique because it can show that women were very much part of the social sphere in Arabia. As 
the symbols used in Sadu are related to nature, as well as forecasting seasons, the stars, and 
communication between tribes, the role of Sadu weaving, and in-turn can shed light and challenge 
perceptions of women’s role in society in the Arabian Middle East. The paper will also look into Sadu as a 
vehicle of migration and trans-culture. 
  
The paper will make an attempt to trace the history of the weaving and examine how it exists today. It will 
look into the technique, the plants used to dye the yarns and the trade related to this, the meaning of the 
symbols, and the cultural and social significance of the weaving. Additionally, the paper will look into the 
current uses for Sadu both physically, and also socially in terms of inspiration for designers in the Middle 
East and beyond. 
  
Because the nomadic tribes of the Gulf did not keep written records, the records became embodied in the 
textiles. This paper will thus challenge narratives, myths and stereotypes of the Arabian Peninsula – not 
through external descriptions of it, but rather through the voice of the female weavers, who were mostly 
weaving about social issues. 
       
 
‘In-between Whitework and Indigo Resist Cloth’ 
Mona Craven, University for The Creative Arts, Farnham 
Mcraven1@students.ucreative.ac.uk  
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Mona Craven, a practice-based PhD student at the University of the Creative Arts (UCA) explores 
dislocation and cloth to connect to cultural heritage found in the fragmented spaces between cultures 
influenced by economic migration, colonisation and decolonisation. 
 
Reflecting on the cultural points of contact in whitework embroidery and indigo cloth, the artist practice’s 
crosses media by integrating digital processes with hand-stitching to emphasise the elusive traces and 
a fragility found in the space between cultural borders. 
 
Abstract 
 ‘[...] all forms of culture are continually in a process of hybridity, [...] hybridity 
is to me the third space which enables other positions to negotiation of meaning and representation’ 
(Bhabha, H:1990:211). 
 
Homi Bhabha’s ‘Third Space’ theory provides a framework for deconstructing identity and creating new 
forms of expression in a space considered to be between cultures or boundaries. 
 
This paper presents preliminary research that reflects on two symbolic and culturally significant cloths. 
This focus on these two cloths interprets their liminal meaning in practice- based textile research. 
 
An Indian embroidered English christening garment represents a multi-generational economic 
migration for a “self-portrait” style investigation. This gown materialises a subjective narrative of the 
legacy of British colonisation, postcolonisation and apartheid rule in South Africa. Pattern, and the 
associated cultural history of whitework reveal traces of the impact of class and colonial status barriers. 
 
In parallel, a trusted cotton indigo fabric iShweShwe is frequently worn in the post apartheid, post colony 
nation. This indigenised fabric’s cross-cultural heritage includes links to German/Hungarian Blau-Druk 
fabric and the English colonial cotton export trade. Cultural associations have crossed the barriers of 
ethnicity and the entrenched colonial colour and class discriminatory practices. 
 
Both cloths are rooted in domestic space, traditional transnational stitch craft and textile dye traditions. 
The paper explores an inclusivity observed in textile culture, the cloth iShweShwe, materiality and 
postcolonial artists work. An accompanying art-textile practice interprets transitional and inclusive in-
between space. 
 
A migrant insider/outsider-dislocated perspective influences the work. 
 
     
 ‘It’s all about the Gaze’ 
Lorna Hamilton-Brown, MBE, RCA 
Lorna.hamilton-brown@network.ac.uk | @lhamiltonbrown 
 
Lorna Hamilton-Brown describes herself as a knitting evangelist. She combines her skills as an artist, 
researcher, educator, knitwear designer, performer and filmmaker to make social comments. 
 
Abstract 
Some people might be surprised that an attendee at an academic knitting conference would make the 
comment ‘Black people don’t knit’. An online search will reveal other incidents of this thought pattern. Is 
this statement, like ‘black people don’t swim’, due to the lack of representation? Or have black knitters 
been overlooked in the history of knitting due to the ‘white gaze’? Currently knitters have been taking to 
Instagram to call out racism in the Fibre industry – and advocating for changes to make the industry more 
inclusive. 
 
This paper draws on the findings of my Masters dissertation for the Knitted Textiles course at The Royal 
College of Art. “Myth: Black People Don’t Knit – the importance of art and oral histories for documenting 
the experiences of black knitters’. It also discusses if the current debate about diversity in the fibre 
industry will lead to more inclusion or just tokenism. 
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PANEL THREE: FASHION & CLOTHING CULTURES 
   
Chair: Dr Lipi Begum, Postdoctoral Research Fellow, University of The Arts London 
L.Begum@fashion.arts.ac.uk | https://drlipibegum.academia.edu  
 
Dr Lipi Begumis currently a Postdoctoral Research Fellow on the Business of Fashion Textiles and 
Technology R&D Collaborative Partnership at London College of Fashion, UAL. Lipi is an experienced 
lecturer and a Senior Fellow of the Higher Education Academy and a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts. Lipi 
has worked as a sustainability consultant for the United Nations, Better Work in Textiles and Garments 
project for the Bangladesh Ready-made Garment Sector. Lipi’s research examines multidisciplinary, 
critical approaches to contemporary dress, fashion enterprise and consumer cultures. Her PhD research 
deconstructed the power and postcolonial meanings of the bra and lingerie for urban Indian women living 
in India. She is co-editor of the book South Asian Youth Cultures: Fashion Media and Society (I.B. Tauris, 
2018) and the Open Space and Reviews Editor for the International Journal of Fashion Studies (Intellect UK).  
 
      
‘Coded bodies: Fashion and tailoring in an age of big data’ 
Anna Bateman, Goldsmiths, University of London  
Abate001@gold.ac.uk  
 
I am currently an MA student on the Human Rights, Culture and Social Justice course at Goldsmiths. I 
completed my undergraduate degree in BA Fashion and Textiles design at Winchester School of Art. 
During my undergrad, I actively sought various opportunities to experience the fashion industry first 
hand. Over the years, I worked for brands such as Erdem, Julien MacDonald and Peter Jensen. Needless 
to say, I am thankful to this symposium for addressing issues which plagued my conscience over that 
period of time. I am of the view that it is vital to anchor the elusive realm of ‘fashion’ into cross-cutting, 
inter-disciplinary and critical approaches which explore the fundamental socio-political and cultural 
effects of hegemonic design practices.     
 
Abstract 
How does industry software fashion exclusivity? The fashion industry is becoming increasingly reliant on 
clandestine big data software. The information we give away (eg. clicks, location, purchases, browsing 
history) in isolation perhaps seem trivial. However, comprehensive software systems can trace, map 
and build each point into fine grained images of our daily habits, preferences, beliefs and the body we 
inhabit. For the fashion industry, this valuable information is commonly fueling marketing strategies, 
design specifications and manufacturing practices amongst others. Yet, behind every software interface, 
there is a coder. Thus, I wish to explore how structural injustices may be coded into the software which 
so often dictates industry moves. Furthermore, I wish to ask what this may mean for attempts to fashion 
inclusivity. I shall argue that diversity initiatives may be undermined by the very software relied upon 
during the cycle of garment production. 
 
 
‘Black women’s Bra Experience – Yes it Matters’     
Kadian A. Gosler, University of The Arts London 
K.gosler0720171@arts.ac.uk | @KadianGosler 
 
Kadian A. Gosler, is a lingerie designer and merchandiser with an AAS & BFA (Magna Cum Laude) in 
Fashion Design, specialising in Intimate Apparel, from The Fashion Institute of Technology and an MFA in 
Merchandising and Management, focused on innovation and entrepreneurship in Intimate Apparel, from 
the Academy of Art University. Currently, she is a second-year Doctoral Researcher in Fashion & Textile 
Design and Technology at University of the Arts London. Her research explores wearable technology in 
the bra, termed Bra Wearables, and seeks to develop a design and production process that places the 
experience and needs of marginalised women at the centre. Acknowledging age and race as 
intersections for marginalisation the research explores both Black and white mature women's 
experiences. 
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Abstract 
Western lingerie studies, albeit small, has focused mainly on Caucasian women, ignoring the limitations 
with the lack of diversity in their studies. The homogeneity has created a bubble within lingerie research 
that fabricates the notion that all women may experience or have the same relationship to the bra. The 
purpose of this presentation – a part of broader research- is to explore the relationship of Black women 
to the bra, an everyday inconspicuous fashion item imbued with cultural meanings linked to a woman’s 
femininity, sexuality, and identity. Race, a cause of marginalisation, may play a factor in how Black women 
experience the bra as it is linked to women’s social- and self-image. Using a conceptual model built from 
researchers’ Hart and Dewsnaps (2001) ‘bra buyers interlinked factors – functional, physiological, 
psychological, psychosocial and economic’, I examine the points of differences for western Black 
women. Foucault’s ‘Technology of Power/Domination’, ‘Technology of Self’ and Judith Butler’s 
‘Performativity’ is utilised to explore the relationship and experience between Black women and the bra 
through critical analysis of texts in Black Feminist -, Body -, and Cultural Studies. 
 
 
 ‘Complicating Chinoiserie: Wearing Aunthentcity, Dressing Orientalism’  
Anushka Tay, University of The Arts London 
A.tay1@arts.ac.uk | @A_H_Tay  
 
Anushka Tay is a Techne/AHRC funded PhD student at the London College of Fashion. Her PhD 
entitled Chinoiserie Outside China, 1945-present explores how dress is used as a tool to mediate Chinese 
diasporan ethnic identities in the context of multi-cultural British society. She holds an MA in Fashion 
Cultures (Distinction), and BA (hons) in Costume with Performance Design (1st). She has a practice-based 
background, and prior to starting her PhD, worked in performance costume for 9 years across many 
different roles. 
 
Abstract 
Chinese styles in garments and textiles have been popular in Europe since at least the 18th century, as 
original imports from China gave way to Orientalist fashion designs through the 20th century. Yet the 
voices of the Chinese diaspora in Britain are frequently missing from these histories. This paper 
considers how discourses of exoticization and Othering have contributed to a gendered view of 
individuals’ ethnic and cultural identity. It questions notions of Chinese authenticity in considering how 
the dressing of the body is used as a tool to mediate a British Chinese identity in the UK, as a small, 
spatially diverse and inherently heterogenous ethnic minority group. Situated in postcolonial and 
diaspora dress studies, it poses the consumption of Orientalist fashions as inherently pluralistic, 
reflecting a range of ambivalent and sometimes contradicting views of individuals’ ethnic identity. 
 
 

PANEL FOUR: DESIGN EDUCATION 
       
Chair: Lezley George, PhD Candidate, University of The Arts London 
 
Lezley George designed a fashion label for twenty years, which was showcased at fashion week events 
and sold in leading boutiques and department stores worldwide. She moved to the UAE in 2008, to teach 
fashion at University of Sharjah, then Heriot Watt Dubai and returned to London in 2016, where she now 
teaches Cultural and Historical Studies at London College of Fashion, University of the Arts London. She 
is completing a PhD (LCF) that investigates fashion practices and identity through the lens of 
contemporary abaya design in the UAE. Through her practice, research and teaching experience, she has 
a commitment to develop learning and teaching pedagogical approaches that are more inclusive. 
 
 
‘Inclusive learning — Exploring processes of teaching and learning for students with visual impairment 
studying creative arts disciplines in higher education’ 
Claudette Davis-Bonnick, University of The Arts London 
C.Davis-bonnick@fashion.arts.ac.uk 
 
I am a lecturer in pattern cutting and garment construction of 22 years. Prior to teaching I was a self-
employed haute couture dressmaker/designer.  Approximately 10 years ago I carried out my first 
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independent study to ascertain the possibility of students with SVI attending pattern cutting and fashion 
courses, and to what extent they could be independent or autonomous learners. The research was called 
Seeing is Believing (SiB). SiB made me aware of the vast variety of visual impairments and that there 
were many SVI’s wishing to embark on an ocular-centred career. I realised that there were students with 
SVI were attending creative arts universities and I was in fact teaching such a student. 
  
In 2014 I carried out my MA studies to understand how SVI could be better supported. My findings from 
alerted me to the belief that practitioners were not always aware that SVI were attending the UAL and 
other creative arts universities. I began my doctorate study in 2018, my contribution to knowledge will be 
to provide new theory and methods of practice for the creative arts disciplines that will not only support 
SVI but also the practitioners within higher education.      
 
Abstract 
Students with Visual Impairment (SVI) have attend higher education (HE) to study a variety of creative 
arts disciplines. Research has shown that whilst the number of SVI are small it is steadily growing. 
Traditionally, practitioners in the creative arts have no prior experience of teaching SVI and can be 
daunted with the prospects of preparing and delivering an inclusive curriculum. 
  
This presentation will illustrate the application of Anderson, Boyle and Deppeler (2014) to Bioecological 
Model of Inclusive Higher Education which was developed from Urie Bronfenbrenner’s model of 
Bioecological Systems Theory of Human Development (BST) (1979, 2005).  BST consist of four interrelated 
elements: process, person, context, time; and five systems: microsystems, mesosystems, exosystems, 
macrosystems and chronosystems. 
  
The BST model of Inclusive Education has been applied to mainstream higher education, however, in this 
study, I will apply this model to creative arts higher education where a more practical/tactile/sensory 
approach is needed (in comparison to subjects within the humanities).  I will use this methodology to 
illustrate the connectivity between physical disability, inclusive education; student development and 
practitioner development. 
  
I will use the methods of BST to analyse and interpret the experiences of practitioners and SVI’s; 
negotiated activities between the practitioner and the SVI; examine teaching and learning processes and 
the appropriateness of reasonable adjustments.   I will use my expertise in pattern cutting as an example 
of a creative discipline.     
 
  
 ‘Who am I to design for You?’ 
Ellen Fowles, Royal College of Art, London     
Ellen.fowles@network.rca.ac.uk 
 
My name is Ellen Fowles, and I am a postgraduate Menswear Fashion Design Student at the Royal College 
of Art. My practice is centred on inclusive design, for which I participate in ethnographic research and 
extreme user testing. I've proposed and designed products intended for use by stroke rehabilitation 
patients, arthritis sufferers, post-partum women and Paralympians. When creating garments, I consider 
ergonomics, pragmatic medical necessities, and personal aesthetics with relative parity. 
Consequentially, I share my technical methodologies with sports performance designers. I am mindful 
of my potentially imposing role as a designer. I have never been disabled, yet I frequently design products 
intended for people with disabilities. In collaboration with the Helen Hamlin Centre, my master's 
dissertation questions the consumer-designer relationship under inclusive design. Identification of 
consumers as consumers as 'patients', 'users', and 'wearers' is particularly fraught. My overarching aim 
is to design practical garments with no physical barriers to inclusive appeal. 
 
Abstract 
Fashion designers are often trained to privilege their own body of needs. It is ‘easiest’ to design for 

oneself. However, this is an outdated, introverted and conceited approach, assuming that understanding 

and responding to consumer needs inhibits creativity. Designers must adopt new, responsible 

methodologies, external to their own preferences. Measures must be taken, and conversations opened, 
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to prevent and correct inadequate practices. Based on my observations as a researcher, many design 

research strategies simply mimic a user experience, rather than conducting qualitative ethnographic 

research. Elsewhere, product testing methods may only combat basic physical obstructions, rather than 

psychological or cognitive barriers for users. Largely, apparel designers are falling short of addressing 

‘true need’. As these shortcomings are apparent throughout all market levels, fashion education must 

expand its social objectives. Student-practitioners must be taught to embrace accountable 

collaborations and interdisciplinary methodologies, ensuring systemic change. 

 
 
‘Applying Collaborative Methods to Design Sportswear for People with Upper Limb Impairment’ 
Jennifer Poage, University of The Arts London 
J.poage0720171@arts.ac.uk | @Jennpoage  
 
I come from a fashion industry background having spent several years working as an apparel technical 
designer for sportswear. In 2016, I completed a Masters at London College of Fashion in Fashion Design 
Management where I presented a guidebook to facilitate the connection of sportswear designers with 
biomechanics knowledge. Currently, I am pursuing a PhD at London College of Fashion looking at "A 
Participatory Design Approach to Sportswear Design for People with Upper Limb Mobility Impairment." 
 
Abstract  
Following the success of London’s 2012 Paralympic games, disability sport has gained a wider notoriety. 
The fashion industry, however, has been slow to provide offerings that accommodate disabilities. Lack of 
available accessible apparel can impede rehabilitation and limit areas of participation in daily life. This 
reflects the Social Model of Disability, which states that disability is created by barriers constructed by 
society, such as built environments or biased assumptions. Collaborative methods, like participatory 
design (PD) and codesign, that bring users directly into the design process to incorporate their tacit 
knowledge can help to challenge some of these barriers and create more inclusivity. Literature shows 
research around methodologies for functional apparel, apparel needs of people with a variety of 
disabilities, and some codesign projects for adaptive apparel. A gap is seen, however, in engaging 
participants in the development and evaluation of the design process itself to reach more relevant 
outputs. Thus, the aim of this study is to develop a PD framework for the ideation of sportswear for people 
with upper limb impairment. An inductive methodology will explore key themes from a critical literature 
review to draft an initial framework, which will then be further developed through iterative stakeholder 
involvement. One-to-one semi-structured interviews will be used to analysis views on sportswear and 
collaboration from multiple stakeholders to refine the framework. Finally, codesign sessions will test 
the framework, and a Critical Incident Report will be used to evaluate the participants’ levels of 
engagement.  
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